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What if you could use a lamb as a kidney dialysis machine? Or grow meat for your dinner in a laboratory 
without killing an animal?———From satellite communications to time-travel and invisible materials, 
breakthroughs in science and technology have often been driven by the exploration of fictional scenarios. 
Really good science fiction requires the imagining of a future society, complete with new products and 
services, new rules of social behaviour and new ethical dilemmas. Often the extrapolation of a current 
social, environmental or medical trend can help us to posit plausible alternative futures. For example 
what if our over-use of antibiotics were to impact on our resistance to disease to such an extent that 
we needed to transform our bodies into welcoming ecosystems for other species? While scientists and 
engineers can expand the bounds of possibility, whether through miniaturized drug delivery promised 
by nanotechnologies or xenotransplantation techniques whereby humans receive organ donations from 
other animals, in order to translate the implications of these technologies into visceral reality we require 
designers to design products, tools, processes and future services. ———Traditionally industrial design 
has come into the story fairly late in the day, when technologies have already been blackboxed, and the 
designer’s role more one of applying a cosmetic finish to appeal to the consumer. What is exciting about the 
work of Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby, and the other designers in this exhibition, is that they have brought 
the design process upstream and into engagement with the speculative stage in the development of new 
technologies, engaging in direct dialogue with scientists and engineers who do not yet know the practical 
consequences of their work. The result is an involvement of the designer in fleshing out the social and ethical 
consequences of emerging technologies before they happen, as an “early warning system” for future trends. 
In some ways you might say that from Barbarella to Solyent Green or Bladerunner, this is an appropriation of 
the job of science fiction, but there is something immediate about designing and prototyping new products 
and services that hits us in a different way than traditional sci-fi, forcing us to confront and discuss the possible 
scenarios that our technologies might engender. There is something very poignant and unsettling about the 
concept of an anti-smoking mask designed to protect your pet pig which is hosting your replacement pair of 
lungs, so that you can continue to smoke heavily as the pig lives in your house, being protected from your 
passive smoke until the moment of transplantation. What is wrong with this scene? Is this a world we really 
want to live in? By using design to ask these important questions, the projects in this exhibition appeal to us 
as consumers, relating more to those self-defining, moral decisions we might make in the supermarket aisle 
or in the doctor’s surgery than to our recreational visits to the cinema.———WHAT IF... is an exciting clash 
of dreams, nightmares, near realities and hyper fantasies, where designers and artists have been inspired 
by science and technology and asked provocative questions about the human experience. I would like to 
thank curators Fiona Raby and Anthony Dunne, all the designers involved and Jake Moulson and Gerrard 
O’Carroll for their exhibition design. Thank you to Detail Design Studio for their work on the catalogue and 
other materials and to the entire Science Gallery team for making this exhibition come to life. Thank you 
to CRAnn for their support of the Cloud Project exhibit. Finally thank you to our founding partners Ulster 
Bank and Wellcome Trust, and the members of our Science Circle: Dell, Google, Icon, Paccar and Wyeth 
and our media partner the Irish Times and to DART/Irish Rail. ———What do you feel when you visit 
WHAT IF...? What are your own visions of the future? We hope you will respond to the questions asked in 
this exhibition —use the individual pieces’ hashtag to comment on Twitter, or sketch your own ideas for 
future products or services on a postcard in the café. This exhibition is about dialogue and conversations. 
Which future will you choose? ———MICHAeL JOHn GORMAn, DIRecToR, ScIence GAlleRy. 
For a while now, we’ve both been very interested in the space 
between reality and the impossible, a space of dreams, hopes, 
and fears. Usually this space is occupied by future forecasts 
(commercial world), design scenarios (corporate world) and 
utopias and dystopias (literary and cinematic worlds).———It’s 
an important space, a place where the future can be debated 
and discussed before it happens, so that, at least in theory, 
the most desirable futures can be aimed for and the least 
desirable avoided.———Usually when we discuss big issues 
we do so as citizens, yet it is as consumers that we help reality 
take shape. It is only when products are bought that they enter 
everyday life and have an effect. The act of buying determines 
the future. By presenting people with hypothetical products, 
services and systems from alternative futures people engage 
with them as citizen/consumers. As well as trying to reason and 
use our intellects we are seduced by desire and the irrational. 
This complex mix of contradictory emotions and responses is 
what it is all about.———There are no solutions here, or even 
answers, just lots of questions, thoughts, ideas and possibilities, 
all expressed through the language of design. They probe our 
beliefs and values, challenge our assumptions and encourage 
us to imagine how what we call ‘reality’ could be different. They 
help us see that the way things are now is just one possibility, 
and not necessarily the best one.———As the dreams that fed 
the 20th century imagination begin to fade, we need to learn 
how to dream new dreams.———AnTHOnY DUnne AnD FIOnA RABY, cURAToRS, WHAT IF…
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 A COnvErsATIOn bETWEEn… 
MICHAeL JOHn GORMAn MJG AnD AnTHOnY DUnne AD + FIOnA RABY FR
 
MJG   Why design things for a society that 
doesn’t exist yet?
  AD/FR  clearly, the world is not 
in a good shape and there is plenty of scope for making 
things better, but using design to solve problems is not 
always possible, especially when we are facing such an 
extreme and complex situation. Another approach is to 
try and change human behaviour to fit the limitations 
of the planet rather than modifying the environment to 
suit our unlimited material needs and desires. To do 
this you need to stimulate the imagination as well as 
engage the intellect. The design proposals in WHAT IF... 
probe our beliefs and values, challenge our assump-
tions, and encourage us to imagine how things could 
be different—that how things are, is only one possibility, 
and probably not the best one.
MJG   Why are designers getting so  
interested in science?
  AD/FR  At a bioart event a few 
years ago, we came across an exhibit by oron catts 
and Ionat Zurr showing a piece of ‘victimless meat’ or 
‘disembodied cuisine’ as it’s also known, a 3 cm disc 
of meat grown in a laboratory from cells removed from 
a living animal. The animal wasn’t harmed producing 
this piece of meat. It was a classic fusion of science and 
art—strange and thought provoking but disconnected 
from everyday life. We wondered how designers might 
deal with this subject. They might ask, what if this meat 
was available in a restaurant? could you eat yourself, 
a lover, or someone famous? The type of debate 
generated by this shift from the abstract world of labs 
and galleries into an imaginary commercial context 
engages people’s imaginations in very different ways 
from art and science. Designers would naturally 
explore economics, materiality, ethics, aesthetics, and 
technology to ensure their story was plausible, but in 
doing so, they would also focus the debate on a very 
different set of issues. ———For us, this is one of the 
strengths of design, it can pull new technological and 
scientific developments into imaginary but believable 
everyday situations so that we can debate the social, 
cultural and even ethical consequences of new tech-
nologies before they happen, and try to ensure that 
the most desirable futures are realised. And, it can do 
this with intelligence, wit and insight. ———Although 
in many cases we can’t design actual bio- or nano-
products yet, we shouldn’t let that stop us from getting 
involved. We can use design to inspire, raise aware-
ness, stimulate discussion, and provoke debate, all 
of which can help achieve technological futures that 
reflect the complex, troubled people we are, rather 
than the easily satisfied consumers and users we are 
supposed to be.
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0MJG   How does your work and the work of 
the designers included in WHAT IF… 
relate to science fiction? Are these 
just thought experiments?
  AD/FR  There are many con-
nections with science fiction but probably more with the 
softer more socially oriented science fiction of writers 
like JG Ballard, and others such as Margaret Atwood 
and Michel Houellebecq who would not regard them-
selves as science fiction authors, but frame some 
of their stories within the larger social and political 
consequences of scientific research unleashed on 
society through the market place. ———like Sci Fi, 
many of these projects extrapolate tendencies present 
but not yet visible in today’s society, and of course they 
are amplified for dramatic effect. ———This approach 
has also been described as producing props for non 
existent films as they invite you to assemble a film in your 
head, your own film, whether it is utopian or dystopian 
is up to you.———The design ethos underlying many 
of the projects in WHAT IF... connects with the tradition 
of visionary architecture going back hundreds of years 
and radical design thinking from the 60s and 70s which 
was abandoned in the 80s when design became an 
almost purely commercial tool disconnected from any 
broader social context than the market place.
MJG   What are some of the broader  
implications of the individual pieces 
of work on show in WHAT IF… 
  AD/FR  All the designers in 
this show are united by a desire to go beyond what 
‘is’ and explore what ‘could be’ but it’s interesting that 
none of them present what ‘should be’. Rather than 
pushing their own moral convictions on to the viewer, 
or trying to persuade us to adopt their vision, their ideas 
are presented in ways that allow us to draw our own 
conclusions. ———There are many ways of asking 
‘WHAT IF…’ : Sascha Pohflepp for example, uses 
a counterfactual approach for his Golden Institute for 
energy, where he sets up a scenario based on what 
might have happened if Jimmy carter won a second 
term and radical green policies had been encouraged 
instead of investment in the Star Wars programme. For 
his BuyProduct project, Dot Samsen applies a Reductio 
ad Absurdum approach where, by following the carbon 
credit idea through to its logical conclusion, he exposes 
its absurdity and impossibility. Michael Burton presents 
a cautionary tale in his Future Farm, which, probably 
more than any others in the show, is clearly a future very 
few of us would wish for; and, rather than presenting a 
specific vision, cat Kramer and Zoe Papadopoulou have 
designed a platform where visitors are drawn into a live 
discussion with experts and activists about the pros and 
cons of nanotechnology while enjoying different forms 
of technologically enhanced ice cream. 
MJG   What are your own future scenarios? 
Where does the design on show in 
Science Gallery belong?
  AD/FR  Imagine a world where 
design like this was commonplace, expected, even 
demanded, by an informed and intellectually engaged 
citizenship.  A world where new roles, contexts and 
methods for design were celebrated.———Where 
each profession had sectors dedicated to speculation: 
speculative ethics, speculative economics, specula-
tive medicine, speculative law, speculative social and 
political sciences, each tracing trajectories through 
possible realities, creating surprising interactions, 
highlighting where it is we should be going rather than 
stumbling around, searching for quick fixes to the far 
from perfect system we exist within now.———Where 
there was a government department for future specu-
lation, a ministry of public debate, university degrees 
in catalytic design, and secondary school classes in 
critical thinking.———Where design was a medium 
to help us think, imagine and speculate about how 
the world could be. This is where the design in 
WHAT IF... belongs.
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——— The Soyuz chair accurately 
reproduces the three stages of the 
Soyuz rocket launch. Reclining into 
launch position, you face the sky, 
put on your headset, and use the 
control panel to select your mode; 
just a single stage, or the full lift-off 
experience.
5… 4… 3… 2… 1…, 
Which planet will you land on?
——— Project in collaboration with 
the astronaut Jean Pierre Haignere 
who has experienced lift off in the 
Soyuz rocket twice
SOYUz CHAIR
neLLY Ben HAYOUn, 2009
——— Space tourism is a great 
success; the possibilities of 
weightlessness, to feel the thrill 
of lift-off and to finally meet the 
unknown doesn’t have to be 
a fantasy anymore. But space 
tourism is still just for the few. 
…dOMEsTIC prOduCTs ALLOWEd us TO FuLFILL TECHnOLOgICAL drEAMs?
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Twitter hashtag: 
#whatifsoyuz
www.nellyben.com
…WE TrIEd TO MAkE A TOAsTEr FrOM sCrATCH?  01
…nAnOTECHnOLOgy ALLOWEd ObjECTs TO CHAngE sHApE And FunCTIOn As nEEdEd?  02
…HuMAn TIssuE COuLd bE usEd TO MAkE ObjECTs?  03
…MEAT COuLd bE grOWn In LAbOrATOrIEs WITHOuT HArMIng AnIMALs?  04
…EvErydAy prOduCTs COnTAInEd synTHETICALLy prOduCEd LIvIng COMpOnEnTs?  05
…WE COuLd MOdIFy CLOuds TO snOW ICE CrEAM?  06
…jIMMy CArTEr HAd bEEn rE-ELECTEd, WOuLd THE WOrLd bE grEEnEr?  07
…WE COuLd grOW prOduCTs InsTEAd OF MAnuFACTurIng THEM?  08
…WE HAd TO rEnT TrEEs TO OFFsET Our CArbOn FOOTprInT?  09
…prObAbILITy COuLd bE 100% guArAnTEEd?  10
 
…sCIEnCE Is AdApTEd TO FuLFIL pOETIC And CrEATIvE nEEds?  11
…dOMEsTIC prOduCTs ALLOWEd us TO FuLFILL TECHnOLOgICAL drEAMs? 12
…WE COuLd EvALuATE THE gEnETIC pOTEnTIAL OF LOvErs?  13
…CHILdrEn, rATHEr THAn AduLTs, COuLd InFLuEnCE Our gEnETIC FuTurEs?  14
…WE COuLd sAMpLE AnIMAL dnA And CrEATE nEW unIMAgInEd HybrIds? 15
…WE COuLd usE sMELL TO FInd THE pErFECT pArTnEr?  16
…WE COuLd FArM MEdICAL prOduCTs On Our bOdIEs? 17
…WE COuLd rEdEsIgn HuMAn TEETH TO EnCOurAgE vEgETArIAnIsM?  18
…THE HEALTH OF THE nATIOn COuLd bE AnALysEd FrOM spIT, snOT And sTOMACH bILE? 19
…rObOTs WErE dEsIgnEd FrOM An EMOTIOnAL pOInT OF vIEW? 20
…dOMEsTIC rObOTs COuLd bE sELF-suFFICIEnT?  21
…Our EMOTIOns WErE rEAd by MACHInEs?  22
…WE LIvEd In A OCIETy WHErE Our EvEry THOugHT WAs pubLIC?  23
…dATA FrOM Our bAnkEr, dOCTOr And THErApIsT dETErMInEd WHEn WE sHOuLd COnCEIvE?  24
…dOMEsTIC ECO ysTEMs prOduCEd Our FOOd?  25
…WE sHArEd Our HOMEs WITH pIgs brEd TO prOvIdE rEpLACEMEnT HuMAn OrgAns?  26
…WE ACCEpT CO-EvOLuTIOn WITH bACTErIA, MICrObEs And pArAsITEs As A HEALTHy OpTIOn?  27
…AnIMALs WErE usEd As LIFE suppOrT MACHInEs? 28
…InsECTs COuLd HELp us dIAgnOsE ILLnEss?  29
WHAT IF…
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Twitter hashtag: 
#sensualSG
www.woebken.net
neW SenSUAL InTeRFACeS, 
2007
cHRIS WoeBKen
——— Rather than focusing 
on the current development of 
nanotechnology, such as creating 
lighter and stronger materials, this 
project focuses on exploring its 
potential further, creating more 
manipulative prototypes such as 
organic electronics. ——— What 
does organic computing look 
like and how will our relationship 
with these products change? can 
organic electronics with biosensors 
open up new possibilities for 
sensual and poetic designs? 
——— Seeds contain material 
and information needed to grow 
organisms as well as algorithms for 
device networking. Using seeds 
as a simulation for smart dust, it 
allows one to easily visualize new 
interactions such as breaking, 
sharing, throwing away and mining 
data. These new interactions not 
only generate new behaviors but 
also redefine existing stereotypical 
electronic products.
 WHAT IF… nAnOTECHnOLOgy ALLOWEd ObjECTs TO CHAngE sHApE And FunCTIOn As nEEdEd? 
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Twitter hashtag: 
#toasterSG
www.thomasthwaites.com/thomas/
toaster
THe TOASTeR PROJeCT, 2009
THoMAS THWAITeS
——— Thwaites went on a quest 
to build an electric toaster from 
scratch, seeking iron, copper, 
mica, nickel and crude oil (for 
the plastic case) from disused 
mines in Britain, then attempting 
to process the materials at home. 
This nine-month process to make 
a simple toaster is absurd, but so 
too is the massive industrial activity 
we pursue to achieve additional 
comforts at ever lower prices. 
——— The laboriousness of 
producing even the most basic 
material from the ground up 
exposes the fallacy of returning 
to some romantic ideal of a 
pre-industrialised time. But at 
this moment in time when the 
effects of industry are no longer 
trivial for the environment, the 
throwaway toasters of today seem 
unreasonable.
 WHAT IF… WE TrIEd TO MAkE A TOAsTEr FrOM sCrATCH?  
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Twitter hashtag: 
#meatSG
www.james-king.net
DReSSInG THe MeAT 
OF TOMORROW, 2007
JAMeS KInG
——— Recent advances in tissue 
engineering have enabled us to 
grow meat without the expense, 
cruelty and traditions of rearing the 
whole animal. It is now possible 
to grow edible meat from a small 
sample of animal tissue. This 
project examines how we might 
choose to give shape, texture and 
flavour to this new sort of food in 
order to better remind us where  
it came from.
——— The mobile animal MRI 
(Magnetic Resonance Imaging) 
unit scours the countryside looking 
for the most beautiful examples 
of cows, pigs, chickens and 
other livestock. once located, 
the creature is scanned from 
head to toe, creating accurate 
cross-sectional images of its 
inner organs. ——— The most 
interesting and aesthetically 
pleasing examples of anatomy are 
used as templates to create moulds 
for the in-vitro meat (we wouldn’t 
choose to eat the same old boring 
parts that we eat today). The result 
is a satisfyingly complicated and 
authentic form of food.
 WHAT IF… MEAT COuLd bE grOWn In LAbOrATOrIEs WITHOuT HArMIng AnIMALs?  
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Twitter hashtag: 
#biojewelSG
www.biojewellery.com
BIOJeWeLLeRY, 2003 –2007
ToBIe KeRRIDGe
nIKKI SToTT 
IAn THoMPSon
——— Bone tissue cultivated 
outside a patient’s body will soon 
be used in reconstructive surgery. 
As the bioscience behind this 
application develops, the promise 
of the technology provokes curiosity 
and speculation about alternative 
uses. Biojewellery explores such an 
alternative, providing couples with 
a symbol of their love. 
——— Biomedical engineers, 
designers and clinicians set out to 
create unique biojewellery rings for 
couples. Bone tissue was cultured 
in a hospital laboratory, using 
cells from chips of bone donated 
by the couples during wisdom 
tooth extractions. The bone was 
combined with silver to create 
the rings. ——— Biojewellery 
hopes to raise questions about the 
relationship between individual 
ambitions and scientific research. 
The exhibit at Science Gallery 
comprises an archive relating 
to this project, funded by the 
engineering and Physical Sciences 
Research council (UK).
 WHAT IF… HuMAn TIssuE COuLd bE usEd TO MAkE ObjECTs? 
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Twitter hashtag: 
#icecreamSG
www.thecloudproject.co.uk
THe CLOUD PROJeCT, 2009
Zoe PAPADoPoUloU &
cATHRIne KRAMeR
——— Developments in 
nanotechnology and planetary-
scale engineering point to new 
possibilities for us to conform the 
global environment to our needs. 
These advances combined with 
a dream to make clouds snow 
ice cream inspired a series of 
experiments that look at ways  
to alter the composition of clouds 
to make new and delicious 
sensory experiences. 
——— Using ice-cream as 
a catalyst for dialogue, the 
project’s focus is to welcome 
people into a nano-ice cream 
van and allow new audiences to 
experience and imagine emerging 
scientific developments and their 
consequences. 
——— The Nano-ice cream van 
will visit Science Gallery from 12th 
November—4th December 2009.
 WHAT IF… CLOuds WErE gEO-EngInEErEd TO snOW ICE CrEAM? 
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Twitter hashtag: 
#syntheticSG
www.daisyginsberg.com
Animation: Cath Elliot
THe SYnTHeTIC kInGDOM:
A nATURAL HISTORY OF THe
SYnTHeTIC FUTURe, 2009
AlexAnDRA DAISy GInSBeRG
——— How will we classify what 
is natural or unnatural when life 
is built from scratch? Synthetic 
Biology is turning to the living 
kingdoms for its materials library. 
no more petrochemicals: instead, 
pick a feature from an existing 
organism, locate its DnA and 
insert it into a biological chassis. 
engineered life will compute, 
produce energy, clean up 
pollution, kill pathogens and even 
do the housework.  
Meanwhile, we’ll have to add an 
extra branch to the Tree of life. 
The Synthetic Kingdom is part of 
our new nature. ——— Biotech 
promises us control over the 
natural world, but living machines 
need controlling. Biology doesn’t 
respect boundaries or patents. 
In simplifying life to its molecular 
interactions, might we accidentally 
degrade our sense of self? Are 
promises of sustainability and good 
health seductive enough to accept 
such compromise?
 WHAT IF… EvErydAy prOduCTs COnTAInEd synTHETICALLy prOduCEd LIvIng COMpOnEnTs? 
Twitter hashtag: 
#growthSG
www.daisyginsberg.com
www.pohflep p.com
Illustrations: Sion Ap Tomos
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GROWTH ASSeMBLY, 2009
AlexAnDRA DAISy GInSBeRG 
SAScHA PoHFlePP
——— Synthetic biology enables 
us to harness our natural 
environment for the production of 
things. coded into the DnA of a 
plant, product parts grow within the 
supporting system of the plant’s 
structure. When fully developed, 
they are stripped like a walnut 
from its shell or corn from its husk, 
ready for assembly.
——— Using biology for the 
production of consumer goods 
has reversed the idea of industrial 
standards, introducing diversity 
and softness into a realm that 
once was dominated by heavy 
manufacturing. ——— The product 
on show in Science Gallery is the 
Herbicide Sprayer, an essential 
commodity to protect these delicate 
engineered horticultural machines 
from older nature.
 WHAT IF… WE COuLd grOW prOduCTs InsTEAd OF MAnuFACTurIng THEM?  
Twitter hashtag: 
#goldenSG
www.pohflep p.com
THe GOLDen InSTITUTe, 2009
SAScHA PoHFlePP
——— In an alternate United 
States set in the 1980s, where 
Ronald Reagan never happened, 
the Golden Institute for energy was 
the world’s premier think tank for 
alternative energies. 
——— From weather modification 
and lightning harvesting to using 
the freeway system as a source 
of power, the Institute’s ambitions 
were grand and their impact on 
American life significant.  
——— How might its legacy 
offer a fresh perspective on our 
present challenges in regard to 
the environment?
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 WHAT IF… jIMMy CArTEr HAd bEEn rE-ELECTEd, WOuLd THE WOrLd bE grEEnEr? 
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Twitter hashtag: 
#coinSG
www.dotmancando.info
Photography: Dot Samsen
COIn FLIPPeR, 2009
DoT SAMSen
——— We often use randomness 
and fate to help us make 
decisions. Some decisions are so 
hard to make that we leave the 
responsibility completely to fate or 
randomness—by flipping a coin. 
This can make us feel less guilty 
or believe we’ve reached the ‘right’ 
decision, but what are our true 
intentions behind these decisions? 
——— The coin Flipper aims to 
challenge this apparent randomness 
to reveal our true intentions.
 WHAT IF… prObAbILITy COuLd bE 100% guArAnTEEd? 
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Twitter hashtag: 
#treeSG
www.dotmancando.info
Photography: Dot Samsen
BUYPRODUCT, 2009
DoT SAMSen
——— carbon credit brings 
the ‘convenience’ back to the 
‘inconvenient truth’. Global 
warming has been driven by 
capitalism. now we are trying 
to solve global warming through 
capitalism. Is this possible? 
——— From an ecological 
perspective, co2 is a by-product 
of the living, either directly or 
indirectly. From the economic 
perspective, co2 may become the 
world’s largest commodity market.  
What do we consider the price of 
our own by-products? 
——— This project aims to criticise 
the carbon trading system as well 
as raise awareness of how good we 
are at destroying the planet.
 WHAT IF… WE HAd TO rEnT TrEEs TO OFFsET Our CArbOn FOOTprInT? 
Twitter hashtag: 
#chairSG
www.nellyben.com
Photography: Nick Ballon
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SOYUz CHAIR, 2009
nelly Ben HAyoUn
——— Space tourism is a great 
success; the possibilities of 
weightlessness, to feel the thrill 
of lift-off and to finally meet the 
unknown doesn’t have to be 
a fantasy anymore. But space 
tourism is still just for the few. 
——— The Soyuz chair accurately 
reproduces the three stages of the 
Soyuz rocket launch. Reclining into 
launch position, you face the sky, 
put on your headset, and use the 
control panel to select your mode; 
just a single stage, or the full lift-off 
experience.
5… 4… 3… 2… 1…, 
Which planet will you land on?
——— Project in collaboration with 
the astronaut Jean Pierre Haignere 
who has experienced lift off in the 
Soyuz rocket twice.
 WHAT IF… dOMEsTIC prOduCTs ALLOWEd us TO FuLFILL TECHnOLOgICAL drEAMs?
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Twitter hashtag: 
#impossibleSG
www.nellyben.com
Photography: Noemie Goudal
THe PHYSICS OF
THe IMPOSSIBLe, 2009
nelly Ben HAyoUn
——— contemporary physics 
exists at the crossroads between 
science and science fiction, testing 
our perceptions about reality and 
scientific potential. This interstitial 
space has the potential to engage 
our imagination, inspire dreams 
and extreme experimentations. 
——— Here, you are the hobbyist-
amateur maker who decides the 
possible, the believable, and the 
alternative. you are the astronaut 
in the living room, generating dark 
energy from pigeons’ eggs in the 
kitchen and colliding atoms in the 
bathroom…
*Building in the Infra-ordinary
WHAT IF… sCIEnCE Is AdApTEd TO FuLFIL pOETIC And CrEATIvE nEEds? 
*
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Twitter hashtag: 
#giftedSG
www.willcarey.net
GIFTeD, 2009
WIll cARey
——— Gifted is a participatory 
project inspired by children’s 
imaginations, in which children  
are the protagonists. The 
prototypes materialise an 
imaginary future where ability 
is considered before birth and 
influenced via training and 
parental supervision throughout 
the child’s development. 
——— Would it be morally 
acceptable to alter or influence 
our children if we knew they could 
absorb higher levels of oxygen, 
increasing levels of concentration, 
focus, calmness and improved 
health? ——— The project raises 
questions about how children 
themselves might use their own 
fantasies and dreams to imagine 
an alternative genetic future. one 
could ask whether it is adults or 
children who are really in control of 
the technology?
WHAT IF… CHILdrEn, rATHEr THAn AduLTs, COuLd InFLuEnCE Our gEnETIC FuTurEs? 
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#evidenceSG
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Doll Illustrations: Åbäke
evIDenCe DOLLS, 2005
DUnne & RABy
——— evidence Dolls consists 
of one hundred plastic dolls used 
to provoke discussion amongst 
a group of young single women 
about the impact of genetic 
technology on their lifestyle. How 
will dating change when DnA 
analysis can reveal the presence of 
undesirable genes? 
——— evidence Dolls come in 
three versions based on penis size 
(small, medium and large). A black 
indelible marker is provided to note 
down any characteristics on the 
dolls body. Hair, toenail clippings, 
saliva, and sperm can be stored in 
the penis drawer. 
 WHAT IF… WE COuLd EvALuATE THE gEnETIC pOTEnTIAL OF LOvErs? 
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#smellSG
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SMeLL +, 2007
JAMeS AUGeR
JIMMy loIZeAU
——— Smell has been until 
recently a neglected sense.  
The current low status of smell 
is a result of the re-evaluation of 
the senses by philosophers and 
scientists of the 18th and 19th 
centuries. Smell was considered 
lower order, primitive, savage 
and bestial. 
——— This project explores  
the human experiential potential 
of the sense of smell, applying 
contemporary scientific research 
in a range of domestic and 
social contexts. The design 
concept acknowledges that 
smell is a complicated sense 
requiring a level of control for 
both input and output emissions. 
This control is then applied to 
several situations exploring the 
possibilities and potential of 
smell as raw information.
 WHAT IF…WE COuLd usE sMELL TO FInd THE pErFECT pArTnEr? 
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TRAnSGenIC BeSTIARY, 2009
nIcolAS MyeRS
——— Transgenic Bestiary 
is a game that envisions the 
use of animal DnA to discover 
biodiversity, understand taxonomy 
and create collections of 
unimagined hybrids. In order to 
create rich and complex creatures, 
the player has to mix species 
close enough in the tree of life. 
combining unrelated species 
leads to unstable animals that will 
eventually die. 
——— Far from being fictional, 
many of the technologies and trends 
underlying this project already exist 
today. It only makes sense to use 
this vast amount of information for 
recreational purposes, to satisfy 
curiosity and let non-specialists 
grasp and appropriate this 
bewildering biodiversity.
 WHAT IF… WE COuLd sAMpLE AnIMAL dnA And CrEATE nEW unIMAgInEd HybrIds?
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#toothSG
veGeTARIAn TOOTH, 2007
SUSAnA SoAReS
——— Recent research into the 
effects of eating meat on global 
warming estimated that meat 
production accounts for nearly a 
fifth of gas emissions. Recently the 
Un appealed for a radical shift in 
diet, arguing that it wouldn’t only 
be good for our health, but for the 
planet in general. 
——— Teeth are an essential tool 
for nutrition—their shape is related 
to diet. Herbivore animals, for 
example, have developed teeth that 
reflect their feeding preferences 
and facilitate the consumption of 
plant material. could our teeth 
structure be replaced to encourage 
a more sustainable dietary shift?
 WHAT IF… WE COuLd rEdEsIgn HuMAn TEETH TO EnCOurAgE vEgETArIAnIsM? 
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FUTURe FARM, 2007
MIcHAel BURTon
——— Future Farm reflects the 
current body farm industry of 
people in severe deprivation using 
their bodies for income including 
selling hair, kidneys or incubating 
other people’s babies. The project 
focuses on new scientific and 
technological discoveries that 
radically change the perceptions 
of our bodies and extend the 
possibilities of their exploitation 
for industry. 
——— With the promises of 
stem cell technology to create 
replacement organs and even 
sperm from adipose fat tissue, 
Future Farm presents a vision of 
this where people use their body 
to produce and sell adult stem 
cells, to incubate pharmaceutical 
products, alongside hosting 
clinical trials.
 WHAT IF… WE COuLd FArM MEdICAL prOduCTs On Our bOdIEs?
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#emorobotSG
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Video: Noam Toran
TeCHnOLOGICAL DReAMS
SeRIeS: nO.1, ROBOTS, 2007
DUnne & RABy
——— It’s a dream that refuses 
to go away. Robots are destined 
to play a significant part in 
our daily lives—not as super 
smart, functional machines, 
nor as pseudo life forms, but as 
technological cohabitants. But 
how will we interact with them? 
What new interdependencies and 
relationships might emerge in 
relation to different levels of robot 
intelligence and capability: intimate, 
subservient, dependent, equal?
——— Robot 1: This one is very 
independent. It needs to avoid 
strong electromagnetic fields as 
these might cause it to malfunction. 
——— Robot 2: This robot is very 
nervous. It analyses everything with 
its many eyes. If a person approaches 
too close it becomes extremely 
agitated and even hysterical. 
——— Robot 3: This robot uses 
retinal scanning technology to decide 
who accesses our data. It demands 
that you stare into its eyes for a long 
time. It needs to be sure it is you. 
——— Robot 4: This one is very 
needy. Although extremely smart it is 
trapped in an underdeveloped body 
and depends on its owner to move 
it about.
 WHAT IF… rObOTs WErE dEsIgnEd FrOM An EMOTIOnAL pOInT OF vIEW?
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nATIve COMMODITIeS, 2009
WIll cARey
——— As genome technologies 
promote the open sourcing of the 
human body, could such data 
participation one day be extended 
into other forms of biological 
manufacture? Synthetic biology 
and nanotechnologies have made it 
possible to reprogramme cells, but 
would we be prepared to consider 
using our bodies to do this?
——— This project is a preliminary 
study into the tolerable limits 
of sharing, manufacturing and 
interacting with biological data from 
our bodies. The aesthetics of three 
spittoons for capturing bodily fluid 
have been explored. 
 WHAT IF… THE HEALTH OF THE nATIOn COuLd bE AnALysEd FrOM spIT, snOT And sTOMACH bILE?
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BeLIeF SYSTeMS, 2009
BeRnHARD HoPFenGäRTneR,
——— Facial micro-expressions 
last less than a second and are 
almost impossible to control. They 
are hard wired to the emotional 
activity in the brain which can be 
easily captured using specially 
developed technological devices. 
Free will is now in question as 
science exposes decision-making 
as an emotional process rather 
than a rational one. 
——— This ability to read 
emotions technologically could 
result in a society obsessed with 
emotional reactions. emotions, 
convictions and beliefs, which 
usually remain hidden, now 
become a public matter. “Belief 
systems” is a video scenario 
about a society that responds 
to the challenges of modern 
neuroscience by embracing 
these technological possibilities to 
read, evaluate and alter people’s 
behaviours and emotions.
 WHAT IF… Our EMOTIOns WErE rEAd by MACHInEs? 
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CARnIvOROUS DOMeSTIC
enTeRTAInMenT ROBOTS, 2008
JAMeS AUGeR
JIMMy loIZeAU
Engineered by Alex Zivanovic
——— This project approaches 
the subject of robots from an 
alternative perspective. Inspired 
by methods of survival in nature 
this series of robots references 
strategies of adaptation and 
bio-mimetics in their design. 
Developed for the home, they 
avoid the stereotypical forms 
normally associated with robots 
and adopt a contemporary 
fashionable design aesthetic.
——— The robots utilise a 
microbial fuel cell to power 
themselves, generating energy 
from biomass in the form of 
common household pests. This 
gives them autonomy and to a 
degree they become living entities 
existing in a similar way to an exotic 
pet such as a snake or a lizard, 
where we provide living prey and 
become voyeurs in a synthesized, 
contrived microcosm.
 WHAT IF… dOMEsTIC rObOTs COuLd bE sELF-suFFICIEnT? 
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ARTIFICIAL 
BIOLOGICAL CLOCk, 2008
RevITAl coHen
——— The promises posed by 
new reproductive technologies 
such as IvF, test tube babies 
and egg freezing, are blurring 
perceptions of the reproductive 
cycle amongst women, and 
consequently, the age of 
conception is constantly being 
challenged. ——— The female 
body clock relies on moonlight 
to regulate the menstrual cycle. 
The use of artificial light and 
contraceptive hormones, along with 
the growing pressure to develop 
a career, are distorting the body’s 
reproductive signals. The artificial 
biological clock compensates 
for this increasingly lost instinct. 
——— This object acts as constant 
reminder of the temporary and 
fragile nature of fertility. Given to a 
woman by her parents or partner, 
it reacts to information from her 
doctor, therapist and bank manager 
via an online service. When she is 
physically, mentally and financially 
ready to conceive the object 
awakes, seeking her attention.
 WHAT IF… dATA FrOM Our bAnkEr, dOCTOr And THErApIsT dETErMInEd WHEn WE sHOuLd COnCEIvE? 
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#extraSG
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exTRA ROOM, 2009
BeRnHARD HoPFenGäRTneR 
GUnnAR GReen
——— extra Room exists in an 
imaginary world where neuro-
imaging is used to ‘read’ the human 
mind. As the mind becomes 
transparent in this world a new 
need for protective self discipline 
emerges. The extra Room, is built 
into the basement of a multi storey 
building, where it is shared by the 
building’s inhabitants. 
——— Utilising effects of sensory 
deprivation and methods, used 
by the military to break someone 
down, this room enables subjects 
to adjust their thinking and beliefs.
 WHAT IF… WE LIvEd In A sOCIETy WHErE Our EvEry THOugHT WAs pubLIC?  
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UTILITY PeTS, 2003
elIo cAccAvAle
——— Utility Pets is an 
experimental project that uses 
products to draw attention 
to the ethical consequences 
of xenotransplantation—the 
transplantation of animal organs 
into humans. In an imagined not-
so-distant future, shortly after birth 
people will be given a piglet with 
their own DnA engineered into it. 
The pig, known as a ‘knockout pig’ 
in the scientific jargon, is a form 
of a living insurance policy —an 
organ bank. This project explores 
what kind of new objects might be 
needed if the pig lives in the home 
with its owner’s family. 
The Utility Pet products include:
——— One. A pig toy with a 
microphone and a radio handset 
allowing the owner to listen to the 
pig enjoying itself. ——— Two. 
A smoke-filtering device allowing 
a person to smoke in front of 
the pig without it suffering the 
consequences of passive smoking. 
——— Three. A low-resolution Tv 
exclusively for pigs, which they can 
control themselves. ——— Four.  
A comforter—a psychological 
product made from the snout of a 
pig, which helps people come to 
terms with the contradictory feelings 
generated by this complex situation.
 WHAT IF… WE sHArEd Our HOMEs WITH pIgs brEd TO prOvIdE rEpLACEMEnT HuMAn OrgAns? 
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Photography: main image, Gaetan 
Robillard
LOCAL RIveR, 2008
MATHIeU leHAnneUR
——— local River is a home 
storage unit for live freshwater fish 
combined with a mini vegetable 
patch. local River is based on 
the principle of aquaponics 
coupled with the exchange and 
interdependence of two living 
organisms—plants and fish. 
The plants extract nutrients from 
the nitrate-rich fish waste. In doing 
so they act as a natural filter that 
purifies the water and maintains a 
vital balance for the eco-system in 
which the fish live. ——— local 
River responds to everyday needs 
for 100% traceable fresh food and 
aims to replace the decorative 
‘Tv aquarium’ by an equally 
decorative but also functional 
‘refrigerator-aquarium’.
In collaboration with  
Anthony Van den Bossche
 WHAT IF… dOMEsTIC ECOsysTEMs prOduCEd Our FOOd?
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 WHAT IF… AnIMALs WErE usEd As LIFE suppOrT MACHInEs? 
LIFe SUPPORT, 2008
RevITAl coHen
——— Assistance animals—from 
guide dogs to psychiatric service 
cats—unlike computerised 
machines, can establish a natural 
symbiosis with the patients who 
rely on them. could animals be 
transformed into medical devices? 
——— This project proposes 
using animals bred commercially 
for consumption or entertainment 
as companions and providers of 
external organ replacement. The 
use of transgenic farm animals, or 
retired working dogs, as life support 
‘devices’ for renal and respiratory 
patients offers an alternative to 
inhumane medical therapies. 
——— could a transgenic animal 
function as a whole mechanism 
and not simply supply the parts? 
could humans become parasites 
and live off another organism’s 
bodily functions?
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 WHAT IF… WE ACCEpT CO-EvOLuTIOn WITH bACTErIA, MICrObEs And pArAsITEs As A HEALTHy OpTIOn? 
THe RACe, 2007
MIcHAel BURTon
——— For every one human cell 
in your body there are ten non-
human cells—bacteria, viruses, 
fungi and other microbes —living 
inside and on you. They are vital to 
many of your daily functions. 
——— The Race responds to 
this outcome and human meta-
genomic research to reconsider 
our approach to healthcare 
as a co-evolved organism and 
conglomeration of vital bacteria, 
microbes and parasites. The 
project scrutinizes our inadvertent 
creation of superbugs like mRSA 
through the misuse of antibiotics 
to offer alternative enhancements, 
new behaviors and objects for 
a more symbiotic future as an 
extraordinary balanced ecosystem.
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Bee’S, 2007–2009
SUSAnA SoAReS
——— Scientific research has 
demonstrated that bees have 
an extraordinarily acute sense 
of smell. They can be trained 
within minutes, using Pavlov’s 
reflex, to perform a health check 
by detecting a specific odour of 
people’s breath. 
——— This project consists of 
a series of alternative diagnostic 
tools that use bees to accurately 
diagnose a vast variety of diseases 
at an early stage.  The project aims 
to build on current technological 
research, using design to translate 
the outcome into systems and 
objects that people can understand 
and use in their daily lives.
 WHAT IF… InsECTs COuLd HELp us dIAgnOsE ILLnEss? 
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Science Gallery is a world first—a new type of venue where science and art collide. Science Gallery aims 
to involve, ignite and transform curious minds through science.———Science Gallery activities include 
exhibitions on themes ranging from light to the science of fashion, public experiments, challenges, festivals, 
debates and workshops. Science Gallery is an initiative of Trinity college Dublin located in a cutting edge 
building on Pearse Street, Dublin. To find out more check out www.sciencegallery.com
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BLOOD/MeAT eneRGY 
FUTURe—TeDDY BeAR BLOOD 
BAG RADIO, 2004
DUnne & RABy
——— This project is a critical 
Design experiment commissioned 
by the Science Museum exploring 
different energy futures. The gallery 
is aimed at children aged between 
7 and 14. We chose to design a 
collection of hypothetical products 
to explore the ethical, cultural and 
social impact of different energy 
futures. Photographic scenarios 
were used to communicate a set 
of values driven by social as well 
as technological changes—value 
fictions rather than science fictions.
 WHAT IF… COvEr IMAgE
www.dunneandraby.co.uk
Photography: Dunne & Raby
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